
Day 1: Fly to Italy
Meet your group and travel on an overnight flight to Milan. 
 
Day 2: Milan | Turin
Arrive in Milan: Welcome to Milan, the fashion and finance capital of Italy. 

Travel to Turin: Continue on to Turin. The area is famous for playing host to Slow 
Food’s Salone del Gusto and Terra Madre conferences, and was a leader in 
manufacturing now well-known aperitifs like Campari and Vermouth. 

Dinner: Enjoy welcome drinks and dinner to commemorate your first evening in 
Italy.
 
Day 3: Turin | Cuneo
Sightseeing tour of Turin: French and Italian influences merge in Turin. Start 
your tour at Piazza San Carlo, located between the impressive San Carlo and 
Santa Christina churches. Continue on to the Cathedral of San Giovanni Battista, 
where the Shroud of Turin is kept.  

Chocolate tasting: Throw on a protective smock and go behind the scenes with 
one of the world’s premier chocolate confectioners. 

Travel to Cuneo: Make your way to Cuneo, known for its specialized pasta 
called ravioli al plin, made with meat and vegetables.  

Dinner in Cuneo: Enjoy a delicious meal in Cuneo before returning to your hotel.

Day 4: Cuneo region
Piedmont farm visit: Pay a visit to a family-run farmhouse for insight into 
organic food production. Watch and listen as your hosts demonstrate cheese 
making, pig farming, and more. Sample the delicious final products during an 
authentic lunch on the farm.

Banca del Vino: Get a taste of Italy’s oenological heritage with a visit to the 
Banca del Vino, the renowned museum and storage facility of the world’s most 
prestigious wines.

Free time in Cuneo: Bounce from shop to shop in Piazza Galimberti, or admire 
the Baroque and Neoclassical architecture that frames the beautiful churches. 
From here, you have the option to head out on a wine tasting.

Day 5: Cuneo region | Liguria | Florence
Travel to Florence via Liguria: Home to picturesque Cinque Terre, Portofino, 
and Genoa, the coastal region of Liguria is known for its fresh seafood and 
fragrant herbs. Continue to Florence after a stop in Liguria.

Dinner: Enjoy a traditional Florentine dinner this evening.

Day 6: Florence
Sightseeing tour of Florence: Florence is home to world-renowned works of  
art, including Michelangelo’s statue of David and Botticelli’s The Birth of Venus.  
As you explore the city, pass by classical statues at the Piazza della Signoria. 

 Tuscan wine tasting: Head to Siena to try the wines of the Tuscany region, and 
enjoy free time to explore Siena.

Day 7: Florence | San Miniato | Bologna
Travel to San Miniato: Depart for the Tuscan town of San Miniato, best known 
in culinary circles for its white truffles. The truffles regularly fetch high prices 
from the gastronomically inclined, and have even inspired an annual festival in        
San Miniato.

Tuscan olive oil tasting: Olive oil has been essential to the Mediterranean diet 
since the days of Homer, who famously called it “liquid gold.” On your visit, 
you will learn how olive oil is made and have the opportunity to sample 
a variety of mouth-watering delicacies made from olives.

Lunch at a Slow Food restaurant: Enjoy a meal prepared in accordance to 

traditional Slow Food methods. 

Travel to Bologna: End your day in Bologna, another of Italy’s culinary capitals 
and well-known for its famous dish—tagliatelle al Ragù—commonly known as 
spaghetti Bolognese.

Day 8: Bologna
Sightseeing tour of Bologna: Your tour begins in the Piazza del Nettuno, 
which features a once-controversial statue of Neptune and the seductive sirens. 
Continue to the Basilica di San Petronio, and pass by the Palazzo Comunale, 
Bologna’s 14th-century town hall. Your last stop will be the University of Bologna, 
the oldest existing university in Europe.

Cooking class: Test your culinary skills and learn from the experts in a cooking 
class. Of course, enjoy your tasty creation at the end of your class. 

Day 9: Bologna | Parma | Milan region
Travel to the Milan region via Parma: On your return to Milan, stop at a 
Parmigiano cheese factory to test and savor one of their most prominent local 
culinary traditions. Spend the evening in the Milan region. 

Day 10: Depart for home
Travel to the airport and check in for your return flight home.
 

 3-DAY PROGRAM EXTENSION

Days 10-12: Milan | Rome
Day train to Rome: Arrive in the Eternal City and spend the afternoon 
exploring at your own pace.

Sightseeing tour of Rome: No place integrates its past into the present quite 
like Rome. Walk through the Colosseum, the world’s most famous arena. 
Nearby, explore the ruins of the Roman Forum, which marks the former heart 
of the Roman Empire.

Cooking class: Get a hands-on experience with an Italian chef as you learn to 
cook a traditional meal.

Sightseeing tour of Vatican City: On your sightseeing tour, look out for the 
colorful uniforms of the Swiss Guard, protectors of Vatican City. Inside, pass 
under gilded archways on your way to the breathtaking ceiling of the Sistine 
Chapel. From Michelangelo’s frescos to Raphael’s tapestries, the work of the 
masters of the day covers nearly every inch of the Chapel.

Self-guided tour of Rome: Armed with knowledge from your Tour Director, 
set out to explore more renowned sites in Rome, including the Trevi Fountain, 
Pantheon, Piazza Navona and the Spanish Steps.

Dinner: Enjoy dinner with your group on your last night in Rome.

Day 13: Depart for home

College Study Tours
A Taste of Italy
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For the most recent itinerary and a full list of everything included in your program, visit efcst.com/cuia
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